“Young Information Technology Ambassador Award”

Summary

The purpose of this circular memorandum is to inform heads of secondary schools of the “Young Information Technology Ambassador Award”. All secondary schools are invited to nominate their students to join the programme.

Details

2. The “Young Information Technology Ambassador Award” is organised by the Hong Kong Association for Computer Education (HKACE) and supported by the Education Bureau. The programme aims at fostering students’ interest in information technology and nurturing their information literacy, so that they could use information technology effectively in their learning and become responsible citizens and lifelong learners. All secondary school students are encouraged to participate in the programme. For details, please refer to the webpages at http://www.hkace.org.hk/home/events/yitaa.

Enquiry

3. For enquiries, please contact HKACE at 2406 6683 or by email (yitaa@hkace.org.hk).
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